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PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT REPORT

PLANNING COMMITTEE FRONT SHEET

1. Background Papers
For the purposes of Section 100(d) of the Local Government (Access to information Act)
1985 all consultation replies listed in this report along with the application documents and
any accompanying letters or reports submitted by the applicant, constitute Background
Papers which are available for inspection, unless such documents contain Exempt
Information as defined in the act.
2. Late Information: Updates
Any information relevant to the determination of any application presented for determination
in this Report, which is not available at the time of printing, will be reported in summarised
form on the 'UPDATE SHEET' which will be distributed at the meeting. Any documents
distributed at the meeting will be made available for inspection. Where there are any
changes to draft conditions or a s106 TCPA 1990 obligation proposed in the update sheet
these will be deemed to be incorporated in the proposed recommendation.
3. Expiry of Representation Periods
In cases where recommendations are headed "Subject to no contrary representations being
received by ..... [date]" decision notices will not be issued where representations are
received within the specified time period which, in the opinion of the Head of Planning and
Infrastructure are material planning considerations and relate to matters not previously
raised.
4. Reasons for Grant
Where the Head of Planning and Infrastructure report recommends a grant of planning
permission and a resolution to grant permission is made, the summary grounds for approval
and summary of policies and proposals in the development plan are approved as set out in
the report. Where the Planning Committee are of a different view they may resolve to add or
amend the reasons or substitute their own reasons. If such a resolution is made the Chair of
the Planning Committee will invite the planning officer and legal advisor to advise on the
amended proposals before the a resolution is finalised and voted on. The reasons shall be
minuted, and the wording of the reasons, any relevant summary policies and proposals, any
amended or additional conditions and/or the wording of such conditions, and the decision
notice, is delegated to the Head of Planning and Infrastructure.
5. Granting permission contrary to Officer Recommendation
Where the Head of Planning and Infrastructure report recommends refusal, and the Planning
Committee are considering granting planning permission, the summary reasons for granting
planning permission, a summary of the relevant policies and proposals, and whether the
permission should be subject to conditions and/or an obligation under S106 of the TCPA
1990 must also be determined; Members will consider the recommended reasons for
refusal, and then the summary reasons for granting the permission. The Chair will invite a
Planning Officer to advise on the reasons and the other matters. An adjournment of the
meeting may be necessary for the Planning Officer and legal Advisor to consider the advice
required

If The Planning Officer is unable to advise at Members at that meeting, he may recommend
the item is deferred until further information or advice is available. This is likely if there are
technical objections, eg. from the Highways Authority, Severn Trent, the Environment
Agency, or other Statutory consultees.
If the summary grounds for approval and the relevant policies and proposals are approved
by resolution of Planning Committee, the wording of the decision notice, and conditions and
the Heads of Terms of any S106 obligation, is delegated to the Head of Planning and
Infrastructure.
6 Refusal contrary to officer recommendation
Where members are minded to decide to refuse an application contrary to the
recommendation printed in the report, or to include additional reasons for refusal where the
recommendation is to refuse, the Chair will invite the Planning Officer to advise on the
proposed reasons and the prospects of successfully defending the decision on Appeal,
including the possibility of an award of costs. This is in accordance with the Local Planning
Code of Conduct. The wording of the reasons or additional reasons for refusal, and the
decision notice as the case is delegated to the Head of Planning and Infrastructure.
7 Amendments to Motion
An amendment must be relevant to the motion and may:
1. Leave out words
2. Leave out words and insert or add others
3. Insert or add words
as long as the effect is not to negate the motion
If the amendment/s makes the planning permission incapable of implementation then the
effect is to negate the motion.
If the effect of any amendment is not immediately apparent the Chairman will take advice
from the Legal Advisor and Head of Planning and Infrastructure/Planning and Development
Team Manager present at the meeting. That advice may be sought during the course of the
meeting or where the Officers require time to consult, the Chairman may adjourn the
meeting for a short period.
Only one amendment may be moved and discussed at any one time. No further amendment
may be moved until the amendment under discussion has been disposed of. The
amendment must be put to the vote.
If an amendment is not carried, other amendments to the original motion may be moved.
If an amendment is carried, the motion as amended takes the place of the original motion.
This becomes the substantive motion to which any further amendments are moved.
After an amendment has been carried, the Chairman will read out the amended motion
before accepting any further amendment, or if there are none, put it to the vote.

8 Delegation of wording of Conditions

A list of the proposed planning conditions are included in the report. The final
wording of the conditions, or any new or amended conditions, is delegated to the
Head of Planning and Infrastructure.
9. Decisions on Items of the Head of Planning and Infrastructure
The Chairman will call each item in the report. No vote will be taken at that stage unless a
proposition is put to alter or amend the printed recommendation. Where a proposition is put
and a vote taken the item will be decided in accordance with that vote. In the case of a tie
where no casting vote is exercised the item will be regarded as undetermined.

